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Global Writing for Public Relations: Connecting in English with Stakeholders and Publics Worldwide provides multiple
resources to help students and public relations practitioners learn best practices for writing in English to communicate
and connect with a global marketplace. Author Arhlene Flowers has created a new approach on writing for public
relations by combining intercultural communication, international public relations, and effective public relations writing
techniques. Global Writing for Public Relations offers the following features: Insight into the evolution of English-language
communication in business and public relations, as well as theoretical and political debates on global English and
globalization; An understanding of both a global thematic and customized local approach in creating public relations
campaigns and written materials; Strategic questions to help writers develop critical thinking skills and understand how to
create meaningful communications materials for specific audiences; Storytelling skills that help writers craft compelling
content; Real-world global examples from diverse industries that illustrate creative solutions; Step-by-step guidance on
writing public relations materials with easy-to-follow templates to reach traditional and online media, consumers, and
businesses; Self-evaluation and creative thinking exercises to improve cultural literacy, grammar, punctuation, and
editing skills for enhanced clarity; and Supplemental online resources for educators and students. English is the go-to
business language across the world, and this book combines the author’s experience training students and seasoned
professionals in crafting public relations materials that resonate with global English-language audiences. It will help public
relations students and practitioners become proficient and sophisticated writers with the ability to connect with diverse
audiences worldwide.
Chase's Calendar of Events 2015McGraw Hill Professional
This spectacularly illustrated volume celebrates the varied influence of the moon throughtout human history from the
fantastic superstitions about "The Man in the Moon" to our overwhelming feelings of awe as Neil Armstrong took that
historic first step on the moon's surface.
Light the fires of celebration with Beltane’s invigorating energy Beltane—also known as May Day—is a time of fertility and
growth. As the start of the summer season, Beltane is the perfect time to put plans into action. This guide to the history
and modern celebrations of Beltane shows you how to perform rituals and work magic for protection, abundance, and
more. • Rituals • Recipes • Lore • Spells • Divination • Crafts • Correspondences • Invocations • Prayers • Meditations
Llewellyn’s Sabbat Essentials explore the old and new ways of celebrating the seasonal rites that are the cornerstones
of the witch’s year.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product. 12,500 entries. 196 countries. 365 days. Find
out what's going on any day of the year, anywhere across the globe! If you're looking to tie a promotional event to a
special month, travel to a music festival halfway around the world, blog about a historical milestone or do a celebrity
birthday round-up on your radio show or Twitter feed, Chase's Calendar of Events is the one resource that has it all. For
broadcasters, journalists, event planners, public relations professionals, librarians, editors, writers or simply the curious,
this is one reference you can't do without! Chase's Calendar of Events 2015 brings you: Major sporting events such as
the FIFA Women's World Cup (June 6), the Pan American Games (July 10) and the 48th Transpacific Yacht Race (July
13). Milestones such as the 800th anniversary of the Magna Carta, 200th anniversary of Waterloo, 150th anniversary of
Lincoln's assassination, 75th anniversary of Dunkirk and the Battle of Britain, 150th birth anniversary of poet W.B. Yeats
and much more. New birthday entries for news makers like the new king of Spain, Felipe VI of Bourbon and Greece (Jan
30), or political activist Nadezhda Tolokonnikova (Nov 7); sports stars such as Meryl Davis (Jan 1) and Johnny Manziel
(Dec 6); and entertainers Lupita Nyong'o (Mar 1), Chiwetel Ejiofor (July 10), Jamie Dornan (May 1), Dakota Johnson (Oct
4), Lorde (Nov 7) and Macklemore (June 19). New special days such as Take Your Poet to Work Day (July 15), National
Black Women in Jazz and the Arts Day (Mar 1), National Biscotti Day (Sept 29), Runner's Selfie Day (June 23), No
Selfies Day (Mar 16) and many more. New! Get exclusive access to the Chase's Calendar of Events companion website
with: What's on Today? All the holidays, events, anniversaries, celebrity birthdays, and so on for the current day
Advanced Search: customize your search--date ranges, location, key word, category, attendance--however you want!
Unique Festivals of the World: a new, interactive map of the world--click on a country and discover its major festivals
Tabbed pages for Major Awards, About the Holidays, Spotlight for 2015, Glossary of Calendar Terms and Special
Months For information on the url and password of the companion website, please see details inside the book.
Do you have a problem that needs fixing? A wish that needs granting? A desire for love, a need for protection, or maybe
just great parking? Look no further than the local grocery store! Experienced psychic, witch, and high priestess Lexa
Roséan offers spells for every occasion in this amusing, magically effective, and easy-to-follow guide. Formulating spells
based on history and legend, Lexa tailors tried-and-true Ancient Magick to the modern reader, substituting hard-to-find
wild ingredients with their supermarket counterparts, resulting in spells that are simple and inexpensive. By following
some simple rules--performing spells at a certain time of month, using fresh ingredients, with a specific intent--Lexa
makes it possible for even the most inexperienced spell caster to successfully perform magick and get results. The
Supermarket Sorceress is the first in a series of four books offering spells and enchantments using simple grocery-store
ingredients. Originally published in 1996, this updated version includes new and revised spells and an introduction
looking back 20 years and reflecting on the circumstances that inspired the original publication and launched the
"Supermarket Sorceress" identity.
We’re always looking for new ways to bring you “Time Away…Time Together,” even outside of your vacations with
Grand Pacific Resorts. That’s because we believe vacation ownership shouldn’t be limited to one week a year or a
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certain number of points. It should be a lifestyle—something that informs your day-to-day experiences, brings you closer to
the people and things you love year-round, and spurs your dreams and memories regardless of where you are. Filled
with travel inspiration, heartfelt stories, and tips for making the most of your ownership, this magazine promises to add
value to your experience by bringing your ownership to life. What’s New: Get ready to see the Aloha State like never
before! Discover which Hawaiian Island fits your personality, the best place to buy poke, and more. Inside you’ll also
find: • Helpful travel tips, including the hottest events in your favorite destinations • How to make the most of your
vacation ownership • Real-life stories about traveling with four generations Your next getaway begins in your armchair!
Pub crawl your way through the sacred seasons with this entertaining and useful collection of cocktail recipes, distilled
spirits, beer, and wine for virtually every occasion on the Catholic liturgical calendar. One part bartender’s guide, one
part spiritual manual, a dash of irreverence, and mixed with love: Drinking with the Saints is a work that both sinner and
saint will savor.
"The Occidental Arts and Ecology Center Cookbook is a beautifully illustrated collection of 200 unique and delicious
vegetarian recipes from the renowned California-based farm, educational retreat center, and eco-thinktank"-What do Buddhists believe? How do they celebrate what is important to them? What food do they eat during festival
time? How do Buddhists in the UK celebrate? Read this book to find out the answers to these questions and more.
Celebrating Buddhist Festivals looks at important religious and family days in the Buddhist calendar, and gets readers to
take part by cooking some of the food central to Buddhist celebrations. The book looks at both international and UK
examples of Buddhist celebrations Infosearch asks the questions you want answered.
Princess on the Porch is a collection of stories our family has shared so others will see the humor that can be found even
in the most stressful of daily activities. Princess on the Porch is divided into seasons of the year, with recipes that
complement each season. The underlying theme is that we can embrace each season with grace as we allow God to
guide us and use us, no matter the place, no matter the circumstance.
The modern woman often does not know herself as a goddess; her feminine energy is out of balance and her divine
essence has yet to awaken. But the time has come, right now, for women to know that being female is special, sacred,
and divine. This inspiring, poetic and magically potent book will entice women of all ages to explore and activate their
relationship with the divine, feminine and most sacred part of themselves—the goddess within. In You Are Woman, You
Are Divine, Back to the Goddess founder RenÃ©e Starr takes women on an enchanting, empowering journey, offering
ancient wisdom in a fresh, modern way to help woman reclaim all the beauty, grace, and strength that being female is. In
Part 1 of the book, she leads readers back through history to revisit the reverence for women that every ancient culture
possessed. From the dawn of pre-history, women were perceived as holy, sacred, and divine incarnations of the Great
Mother Goddess. Powerful figures full of strength, wisdom, and leadership, women were the keepers of the human race,
from which all life flowed. In Part 2, Starr retells in mesmerizing narrative seven of the greatest goddess myths from
ancient cultures around the world: Ancient Egypt, Africa, India, Tibet, Ancient Greece, Lakota, and the Judeo-Christian
Bible. Each myth presents a quality that modern women can restore back into their lives: Lilith (Power), Yemaya
(Creativity), Tara (Stillness), Radha (Passion), Kassandra (Voice), White Buffalo Calf Woman (Wisdom), and Eve
(Awakening). Accompanying each myth are anointing, bathing and lunar rituals, instructions for altars, invocations,
meditations, and more to deepen their connection to their own inner goddess and inspire living as a goddess on earth. In
Part 3, Starr shows women how to integrate the teachings of The Divine Feminine into everyday life, honoring the
sacredness of their body and how to be in energetic, feminine balance. The book offers fresh, new ways for women to
embrace their ancient and sacred traditions. It uplifts the spirit of any woman—from young womanhood to her elder, wisewoman years. It honors the Feminine spirit that all women can celebrate in themselves to rebalance the world. Readers
will live more fulfilled lives and feel more confident, free and feminine...becoming the goddesses they were meant to be.
Beautifully designed & illustrated; includes a foreword by Raquel Allegra, noted fashion designer.
The world's most comprehensive, well documented, and well illustrated book on this subject. With extensive index. 134
photographs and illustrations - mostly color. Free of charge in digital PDF format on Google Books.
Celebrate the season of returning sunlight and the bursting forth of the birds, bees, and trees Ostara—also known as the
Spring Equinox—is a time of renewal, a time to plant seeds as the earth once again comes to life. This guide to the history
and modern celebrations of Ostara shows you how to perform rituals and work magic to renew your power and passion
for living and growing. Rituals Recipes Lore Spells Divination Crafts Correspondences Invocations Prayers Meditations
Llewellyn's Sabbat Essentials explore the old and new ways of celebrating the seasonal rites that are the cornerstones of
the witch's year.
Iran’s food with its long history is one of the greatest cuisines, yet unfortunately the least known in the world. This book,
Authentic Iran, will familiarize the readers with Iran’s food and culture by presenting more than 100 of Iran’s most
delightful recipes, unique cooking techniques and mix of ingredients.
Caroline and Daniel are twins whose mother died when they were babies. They grow up in a conventional family, their
aunt and uncle raising them along with their own little girls, but they are truly close only to each other. Then, their father
remarrying, they're separated for the first time and sent to boarding school. A serious accident when they become
medical students seems to end without damage to either, but soon after Daniel and Caroline cut themselves off from the
rest of the family, causing first bewilderment, then hurt and anger. Underneath the stable family life their grandparents
worked so hard to establish, run currents of insecurity and restlessness, and a secret only one person is able to uncover.
The novel explores belonging and not belonging, guilt and atonement.
A fascinating history of Tudor food and drink, from swan-neck soup to roasted-alive goose.
Discover the Power of Herbs As nature's most versatile and potent plants, herbs can be used in hundreds of ways to add
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zest and vitality to your life. Inspiring you with a bounty of innovative ideas and recipes, Llewellyn's 2015 Herbal Almanac
offers dozens of articles that explore many ways of using herbs, from gardening and cooking, to health and beauty, to
herb craft and lore. Cultivate a radiant spirit and a healthy life. Try delicious new recipes. Create healing salves and
lotions. This friendly guide features hands-on projects, fresh ideas, and advice for herb enthusiasts of all skill levels.
Recipes to heal common ailments Create your own terrariums Tap into the vibrational healing power of herbs Save your
seeds and host a plant-share party Make your yard a bee sanctuary Permaculture for herbalists Enhance your culinary
creations Published annually since 2000
As You Prepare for Your Move, Are You Packing Away Your Emotions, Too? Now, you can turn to a gentle, sisterly voice to have a
smoother, more rewarding relocation journey -- before, during, and after your move. Let The Heart of Your Move help you face your toughest
challenges when relocating. Like having a transition coach at your side, you'll better understand your feelings about this major upheaval as
you: • Find the motivation to climb the mountain of change known as "moving." • Balance both the art and heart of your move to soften your
stress. • Get in touch with your losses and set up meaningful goodbyes. • Celebrate your new life -- and a new YOU! Through her
encouraging new book, Carolyn Masters teaches you how to ease the stress, comfort your soul, and listen to your heart. She artfully coaches
you through three "heart" stages of a woman's moving experience: Gracious Goodbyes, Muddled Middle, and Harmonious Hellos. This
trusted guide will help you turn your moving challenge into a heartfelt journey.
Festive Sabbats for You and Yours Pagan Folklore • Rituals • Crafts • Recipes • Planetary Guidance Now in its sixth year, the Sabbats
Almanac features a wealth of recipes, rituals, craft projects, and lore. Filled with over fifty articles by your favorite Wiccan and Pagan writers,
Llewellyn's 2015 Sabbats Almanac provides welcome ideas and insights into each holiday on the Wheel of the Year. Plan spiritually uplifting
celebrations and family activities. Perform sabbat-specific rituals and world folk rites. Whip up tasty treats and crafts as reminders of the
season's gifts and lessons. Also featured are astrological influences to help you plan rituals according to cosmic energies. Creative, low-cost
arts and crafts projects Ideas for celebrating the Sabbats Simple recipes for delicious appetizers, entrees, beverages, and desserts
Astrological influences with Full and New Moon rituals Extended rituals for groups and individuals Journal pages for keeping track of your
festival plans and memories Fascinating Pagan folklore and customs
Todays busy Witches can stay on top of it all--the magical and the mundane--with Llewellyn's Witches' Datebook, now featuring enchanting
illustrations from award-winning artist Kathleen Edwards. Add a little magic to each day and keep pace with the ever-turning Wheel of the
Year with this indispensable, on-the-go engagement calendar. Youll find fun, fresh ways to celebrate the sacred seasons and enhance your
practice--inspiring Sabbat musings (Deborah Blake), tasty Sabbat recipes (Diana Rajchel), Moon rituals (Magenta Griffith), and flowers (Tess
Whitehurst). For spellwork, theres astrological information and daily colors. Also included are in-depth articles on play-day magick (Melanie
Marquis), automatic writing (Sybil Fogg), relaxation (Elizabeth Barrette), seduction magick (Suzanne Ress), and more.
????1924??????
Midsummer—also known as the Summer Solstice or Litha—is a time to rejoice in abundance and light. This guide to the history and modern
celebration of Midsummer shows you how to celebrate and work with the energy of the longest day of the year. Rituals Recipes Lore Spells
Divination Crafts Correspondences Invocations Prayers Meditations Llewellyn's Sabbat Essentials explore the old and new ways of
celebrating the seasonal rites that are the cornerstones of the witch's year.
Now revised and updated to incorporate numerous new materials, this is the major source for researching American Christian activity in
China, especially that of missions and missionaries. It provides a thorough introduction and guide to primary and secondary sources on
Christian enterprises and individuals in China that are preserved in hundreds of libraries, archives, historical societies, headquarters of
religious orders, and other repositories in the United States. It includes data from the beginnings of Christianity in China in the early eighth
century through 1952, when American missionary activity in China virtually ceased. For this new edition, the institutional base has shifted
from the Princeton Theological Seminary (Protestant) to the Ricci Institute for Chinese-Western Cultural Relations at the University of San
Francisco (Jesuit), reflecting the ecumenical nature of this monumental undertaking.

FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the outdoor experience with great stories,
compelling photography, and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for
generations.
Presents a compilation of practical advice and folklore, featuring weather forecasts for the United States, planting tables,
health remedies, horoscopes, recipes, games and puzzles and other entertaining and useful information, all in an
attractive layout with dozens of full-color pages.
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